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EIGHT IS NEVER ENOUGH - the improv comedy show appearing weekly in Times Square, New York City, and tour nationwide - is an interactive musical comedy show based on audience suggestions and participation - as many as fifteen students are invited onstage while the entire audience provides topics for music and scenes. Professional theater actors that have appeared on National TV, commercials and movies create original scenes and songs on the spot. No two shows are ever the same. Improvisation is the art of performing unplanned and unrehearsed music and theater usually based on a theme. Jazz musicians usually play a known song and then improvise solos. Improv Actors often develop 3-5 minute scenes and songs from a single word, phrase or topic. This is called “Short-Form Improv”, made popular by the TV program “Whose Line Is It Anyway?” Sometimes Improv actors create an entire play. This is called “Long-Form Improv.” EIGHT IS NEVER ENOUGH. Both shows appear weekly in Times Square, New York City, and tour nationwide.

More information can be obtained at www.improv4kids.com - Presented by SGF PRODUCTIONS LLC